TRIMEDX CURRENT STATE ASSESSMENT

Uncover hidden clinical engineering costs, potential savings and efficiencies with our TRIMEDX forensic analysis used over 500 times by 3,700+ healthcare facilities nationwide.

In a typical healthcare facility, as much as 30-40% of medical device expenses are unaccounted for, spread among various departments or miscoded in the general ledger. This lack of visibility into your true clinical device spend means your health system is at risk of escalating expenses and missing out on potential savings that are both dramatic and sustainable.

You can’t fight waste if it remains hidden. We’ll help you uncover it.

When you book a TRIMEDX Current State Assessment (CSA), we’ll deploy a team of experts to identify opportunities to:

• Reduce operational expense
• Spend capital where needed
• Improve overall net income

Your personalized CSA Report includes detailed information specific to your facilities

• Perceived versus actual clinical engineering (CE) spend over the last three years
• How your spending compares to the TRIMEDX Excellence Standards, based on data from $30B of clinical assets under TRIMEDX management
• Financial trends
• Vendor-neutral view of your current asset inventory that details expenses by modality, including equipment type and value

Proven Methodologies = Guaranteed Savings Identification:

• 550+ CSAs completed with over 3,700 client provider facilities nationwide.
• Average day 1 savings of 10-20%
• Proven forensic analysis process
Get started today to identify immediate and sustainable savings for your CE Program — at no cost to you, and with no added burden on your team.

**HOW IT WORKS**

When you request your CSA, our TRIMEDX team will coordinate with you on the collection of the following data:

1. Current service contracts
2. Accounts payable data
3. Existing clinical engineering budget
4. Data specific to repairs and maintenance
5. Workforce salaries
6. Clinical asset inventory

Upon receipt of your data, our expert CSA Team comprised of CPAs, FPNAs and Operational Experts will assess your information to uncover hidden costs and potential savings. We will then deliver a comprehensive report, review findings and potential savings and help you identify next steps.

**UNLOCK THE FULL POTENTIAL OF YOUR CLINICAL ASSETS**

Schedule your TRIMEDX CSA:
trimedx.com/CSA or 877-TRIMEDX
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